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Introduction
This document summarizes the changes that have been made to Visual Objects 2.8 since the public release in May 2007

The document has been divided in several sections to make it easier to identify the area that the changes affect. These sections are:
·	Changes in the Visual Objects language and compiler
·	Changes in the Visual Objects repository, the Source Code Control API and Linker
·	Changes in the IDE including its subsystems and tools
·	Changes in the Class Libraries
·	Changes in the Examples

Please note that this Service Pack does NOT come with a new system repository. All 3rd party products for Visual Objects 2.8 should work without problems with 2.8SP1.
The source code for the system classes DOES have some changes, and these changes have been incorporated in the system DLLs. Changes to system code in libraries in the System Repository is not visible. If you want to use these changes you need to import the proper SDK AEF files from the SDK folder.
Changes in the Visual Objects Compiler
Bug Fixes
Macros in file names for resources should now always be properly expanded.
Compiling _FIELD-> and ALIAS-> expressions could sometimes lead to 52999 errors. This has been fixed.
	In some rare occasions an operation like:

oObject1:Access:ExportedProperty1 == Object2:Access:ExportedProperty1

	would return FALSE even when the contents was equal. This has been fixed.
	For corrupted repositories VO would report error 65535 (Out of memory) when the source of an entity was unreadable. VO now reports a new error (52997).

Even for entities with ProcLine switched off, VO would generate procline information for RECOVER statements. This could corrupt the call stack information when a runtime error occurs. This problem has been nagging us for some time, but is now fixed.
Compiler errors for errors in code blocks were always reporting line 1. Now they report the real line where the error occurred.
	When an application had lots of errors, sometimes the error 52305 (class is uncompiled) was not shown. In stead of that a 52999 error was shown.
	When compiling VO would sometimes determine an incorrect structure size if a nested structure or union was not yet compiled. This has been fixed.
	Fixed a crash that could occur when compiling code that was accidentally passing a local IS structure to a function
During the cleanup of VO 2.8 we had forgotten to enable some warnings for converting:
	LONG  -> DWORD
SHORT -> WORD
These warnings are now enabled
	When accessing DIM arrays and Range Checking on, VO was not checking for negative   LONG or SHORT index values. This has been fixed.
	At the end of the compile cycle VO now checks class definitions for incomplete or incorrect VTables.

New compiler errors
Warning
Description
51466
Missing declaration of typed access %s in class %s
51467
Missing declaration of typed assign %s in class %s
51468
Missing implementation of typed access %s that was declared in class %s
51469
Missing implementation of typed assign %s that was declared in class %s
52997
Source code missing for entity %s in module %s
Repository manager changes
Re-indexing would fail if another project was open. This has been fixed.
	During a re-index Visual Objects now rebuilds the application catalog based on the available VOA files in the project directory.
During a re-index VO now performs the following additional checks (and repairs errors that are found):
	Broken references between applications
Broken references between applications and modules
Broken references between modules
Broken references between modules and entities
Broken references between entities (Dependants and Implicants)
	The Lists of ‘Dead’ and ‘Sick’ entities are updated

All entities with broken references are marked as ‘Dead’
	The Re-index dialog now shows the name of the Application and Module that is being processed.
	The performance for projects with large numbers of applications (> 64) has been improved.
	When processing lists of entities VO could sometimes lock up if a function was modifying the list that was processed. This has been fixed.
	Deleting applications in large projects could sometimes file. After a failed delete operation re-index would also sometimes fail. This has been fixed.
Delete Application would sometimes fail in a corrupt repository. A re-index should now fix that problem.
	Importing or Exporting AEF’s could generate a GPF when no project was open.
	Removed some 16 bit API calls
Changed the compiler driving algorithm for performance reasons
Added some checks that help VO to survive and fix broken repositories
Under certain specific conditions the 'ExpandSysVars()' function that expands macros (such as %Executabledir%) in filenames, could fail. This has been fixed.
Corrupted AEFs or MEFs could 'lockup' VO during import. This has been solved
	Fixed a problem during copying of Sections with settings from cavo28.cfg to the VOPRJ file during project creation.
Source Code Control
When ‘Get App from SCC’ overwrites an existing library or DLL, it now clears the app instead of removing it. As a result of this references to this library/DLL in other applications are preserved.
	Deleting an entity in a Local module for an app that is under SCC was not allowed. This has been fixed.
	SCC operations would generate unnecessary changes in the Repository Browser Treeview. This has been fixed.
	Undo Checkout did not re-import the old code on some versions of Microsoft SCC.
	Undo Checkout was touching unchanged modules.
	VO now allows you to disconnect and connect the application options. This should allow you to change the debug flag of an app without checking out the options.
When a module was deleted on the SCC server VO would sometimes get confused about its status.  It now properly detects this, makes the module local and removes the local files associated with that module as well.
Changes in the Visual Objects IDE
General changes
The ‘NoLogo’ setting was not respected at Startup
	Fixed a problem with closing down the HTML help system
The Keyboard shortcuts for Copy from the help window were not working. This has been fixed.
	Fixed problems at shutdown
Fixed problem where the system reported that it was not able to create or find the file ‘vocreate.dir’
	Under certain conditions the default 'Save Desktop' layout (that gets saved when you choose 'Save Desktop' from the menu) was deleted from CAVO28.CFG when a project was opened from the 'Select Project' dialog. This has been fixed.
	When all Repository Browsers in the IDE were closed before VO was closed, VO would remove the desktop settings when 'Save Desktop on Exit' was enabled. This has been fixed.

Repository Browser
Renaming applications in the Tree view sometimes caused duplicate items to appear (this was only a display issue. The repository did not have duplicate names). This has been fixed.
	When an application was renamed the Application Listview was not properly refreshed. This has been fixed.
	Replaced some left over 16 bit File I/O functions that could cause problems with long path names
Renaming of modules under SCC is now only allowed if the module is checked out and   not disconnected. Also a confirmation dialog has been added to prevent accidental renaming.
Changing application properties from the RepoBrowser-Listview would not properly refresh the listview. This has been fixed.
Source Code Editor
The width of the Left Margin is reduced from 24 to 16 bits (the size of the Bookmark and Breakpoint icons)
The Left margin is now indicated with a divider line
Some of the Alt-keystroke and Ctrl-Alt-keystroke commands (e.g. Ctrl-Alt-C) were responding to both the Left Alt and the Right Alt keys. This could generate a conflict with national keyboard layouts. The editor now only accepts Left-Alt in these commands to avoid these conflicts.
	After importing and exporting from Source code the editor could ‘lock’ removable devices because the current directory was changed. VO now ‘unlocks’ removable devices by selecting back the previous current directory
The ‘Token Scanning’ routine could sometimes delay the keyboard input on slow machines. This has been fixed.
Breakpoints were not saved when the editor was closed without making changes. This has been fixed.
‘Super Find’ with ‘All Apps that include the current app’ could lead to duplicate search results and missing search results. This has been fixed.
	EndText was not recognized as a valid keyword
	The ‘Copy’ context menu item was disabled when a module was read only (under SCC).
	Ctrl-U now toggles between UPPER, lower and Mixed case

You can control if the Find window resets it search scope through the Tools/Options dialog.
	Added Alt-PgUp and Alt-PgDn keys to goto the beginning and end of the screen
The Alt-End and Alt-Home keys that move to the end and beginning of an entity now progress to the next entity when the focus is already on the first or last line of the entity.
After opening an entity the 'selected' line is no longer automatically put on the first line of the editor. This should help people that have problems selecting the line with the mouse (in the past a selection could cause an unwanted scroll)
After opening an entity from the window editor, the caret in the editor was sometimes on column 1 and not column 0. This has been fixed.
Debugger
Selecting an entry in the Call Stack window now moves the focus to that line in the debugger window
The Call Stack now properly shows the images for the parameters
Structure Members and Union Members are no longer sorted by name in the Variables windows.
Horizontally scrolling variable windows could cause a corrupted display.
	The variable windows now also allow you to expand arrays/objects/structures that are passed by reference
	Sometimes a GPF occurred when evaluating tooltips in the debugger. This has been fixed.
VO would not successfully start a debugging session for a DLL if the output name was using a macro (such as %EXECUTABLEDIR%). This has been fixed.
	If you tried to open an entity from the Repo explorer in the Debugger, and that entity was already loaded in the debugger, VO would not set the focus to this entity.
Menu Editor
After saving a menu entity the module Listview for the module was not refreshed. This has been fixed.
	When checking out a menu that was ‘under SCC’ VO would still allow you to change the properties and save the menu. This has been fixed.
Window Editor
When checking out a window that was ‘under SCC’ VO would still allow you to change the properties and generate Event Handlers. This has been fixed.
	The generated event handlers for pushbutton events now include a 'RETURN NIL' line.
	When running on Vista the selection handles for pushbuttons with a default style were not visible. The button is now displayed without default style in the designer, to make the selection handles visible.
Changes in the Class Libraries
General
On several spots in the System Classes Visual Objects was using Cast2Psz() in a potentially dangerous way.  On other spots VO was casting Strings to BYTE PTRs or PSZs. Compiling and running the SDK code in Vulcan.NET has helped us find these problematic areas. We have now switched to use String2Psz() in most spots to help avoid this.
Most of these changes were in the Internet Classes and in the GUI Classes.
If you are using Cast2Psz() in your own code please remember the following:
	Cast2Psz() does NOT allocate a new PSZ, but returns the address of the original string in memory. If you are passing the PSZ to an API function that may write to the string this can be dangerous.

The PSZ that is returned by Cast2Psz() is a location in Dynamic memory. This location will change as soon as the Garbage collector runs. This means that the PSZ returned by Cast2Psz() has a limited lifetime. 
You can safely replace most calls to Cast2Psz() with a call to String2Psz(). The only exception is when the PSZ that is returned by String2Psz() should live longer than the function/method where it is allocated. In that case you need to manage the lifetime of the PSZ yourself. To do so you can create a PSZ from a string through the StringAlloc() runtime function. This PSZ can be freed with MemFree().
	Fixed conversion warnings (caused by the change in the compiler mentioned above) all over the place
Runtime DLL
Fixed dynamic memory problems in AClone() and ACloneShallow()
	Fixed a GC problem with code blocks in Order Conditions
Replaced some 16 bit File I/O functions that could cause problems with long path names
The default Error handler was sometimes not shown for Console and Terminal windows.  This has been fixed.
The macro compiler has been updated to use the same '@@' prefix for keywords as the regular compiler.
	Evaluation an expression in a nonexistent workarea would not generate a runtime error
( like in DUMMY->SomeExpression()). This has been fixed.
SQL Classes
Fixed a problem in SqlSelect:FreeStmt() when this method was called with a missing fOption parameter
Fixed a problem in SqlStatement:FreeStmt() when this method was called with a missing fOption parameter
	The default cursor type (which you can set through SqlSetStmtCursorType()) has been changed from SQL_CURSOR_DYNAMIC to SQL_CURSOR_KEYSET_DRIVEN for performance reasons. 
	The Length in the SqlSelect:DbStruct Array was 1 too big for character columns
	Fixed problems when appending in browseview

GUI Classes
When adding an item to a ComboBoxEx with an ItemIndex of -1, VO was generating the wrong code.
Fixed the MultiLineEdit:GetLine() method. It was not working properly on all OS versions.
	The BitMap:Init() method now also accepts a Handle to an existing Bitmap. VO takes ownership of this Bitmap handle.
	The PrintingDevice:DeviceCapabilities() method was truncating the first character of  the names when the result was an array of strings.
	Fixed a problem with Context help for traditional Help files
Fixed a problem for ListBoxItem Drag
	Fixed a problem with ToolTipText for ControlWindows
	Fixed problems in RichText:Print().
	Window:Print() would not properly scale large windows. This has been fixed. The image is now scaled down to the paper size.
RDD Classes
Several RDD methods could give problems because of the new optimization features when a codeblock was used with both a _FIELD-> expression and a Dbserver object. VO now restores the 'old' workarea restore behavior during these methods. This applies to:
	 __DbServerEval (used by Delete, Replace, Eval etc)
 Append..()
 Copy..()
	 CreateIndex()

 CreateOrder()
 Join
 Locate
 Sort
 Total
 Update
	Fixed a problem when clearing selective relations  
	DbServer:SetFilter() now accepts an empty string (or Null_string) and this acts like a DbServer:ClearFilter()
OLE
The OleFont and OlePicture classes could not be instantiated ‘stand alone’ because the ProgId strings in the Init methods were not correct. This has been fixed.
Internet Classes
On several spots unneeded _CAST operators were removed.  
	The last attachment of an Email was not always properly closed.  This has been fixed.
Attachments were not properly encoded in outgoing mails when SetAnsi() was set to FALSE. This has been fixed.
	Fixed several problems related to attachments
	Fixed several potentially dangerous cast operations
	CEMail:Init() now also accepts a path name (for the attachments) as second parameter.
	CStorage:AttachmentDelete() was sometimes deleting the original file and not the attachment. This has been fixed.
	Fixed problem in GetMailTimeStamp() with regard to national month names and day name
Changes in the Examples
The Email sample has been updated.  Embedded images were not always displayed properly. This has been fixed. The display of ‘text only’ mails has also been improved.

